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The non-manifold dog bone space of W.T. Eaton is modifed to obtain a decomposition of 
Euclidean m-space, tl a 3, into points and a null sequence of cellular sets so that the resulting 
dercomposition space is not a manifold. Our construction follows a procedure given by R.J. 
Daverman who has proved this result for n 3 5. Our construction has the advantage of working in 
all possible dimensions including the previously unknown dimension 4. 
Recently, R.D. Edwards [8] has shown that a map, f: M + Q9 having cell-like 
point-inverses, from a manifold without boundary M onto an ANR Q k approxim- 
able by homeomorphisms if dimension M X5 and Q satisfies the disjoint disk 
property. One of the key ingredients in Edwards’ proof is the countable shrinking 
theorem which is equivalent to the following theorem. 
Countable Shrinking Theorem. A decomposition of a manifold without boundary into 
points and a countable null collection of disjoint cellular sets each of which has 
embedding codimension at least three is shrinkable, 
Notice that the only restriction which this theorem imposes on the dimension of 
the manifold is that its dimension be a least hree. We show that this theorem is false 
if embedding codimension 2 3 is replaced by embedding codimension 3 2:. Our 
results are base on a construction of R.J. Daverman [6] which shows that this is the 
case if the dimension of the manifold is at least five. Our construction has the 
advantage of being slightly more explicit and working in diziensions 3 and 4 as well. 
For high dimensions, adecomposition isshrinkable if and only if the decomposition 
space is a manifold [8]. However, in dimensions 3 and 4 it is only known that 
shrinkable decompositions yield manifolds, and the converse is not known. In any 
case our examples are non-manifolds in dimensions 3 and 4 as well. 
The first such example of this type was due to R.H, Ring. Ring [2] gave a 
decomposition of E3 into points and a countable null collection of cellular sets, each 
of which is c~~tai~~d in one of two fixed planes in E3 such that the res 
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decomposition space is not a manifold. Bing’s example admits no simpie 
generalization to E” asI can be seen by the recent results of Cannon [4] and 
Edwards [S] on shrinki:,;< high dimensional decompositions using the disjoint I 
disk property. 
We use S”, B”, and E” et> denote the n-sphere, the n-cell, and Euclidean n-space, 
respectively. We use Dam X to denote the diameter of a set 
we let lnt M and Bd M &note the interior and boundary of M, respectively. All1 
decompositions __ lZL-_L_ZI __ n4 m-;f4s will be upper semi-continuous. 
ing Cantor sets 
IUI. Bing’s proof that tiine sewing of two Alexander horned spheres yields S3 [l] 
consisted in showing that a ,cantor set could be described in E3 as the intersection of 
manifolds Tip i = 0, 1,2, . . , The manifold To is an unknotted solid torus. Each 
component of Ti contains t co_mponents of T. r+l which are solid tori embedded in 
the interior of the component of Ti in a manner similar to the well-known Antoine”s 
necklace construction. Bing’s proof showed that the Ti could be chosen in such a 
manner that the diameters af the components of Ti tend to zero as i gets large. The 
intersection of the tori yields .a wild Cantor set in E3 which we shall call a Bing Cantor 
set. . 
In E”, II > 3, there are gei-.eralizations of the 3-dimensional Bing Cantor set. The 
Cantor set in E” is _ the intersection of nested manifolds Wi, i = 
0, 1,2, . . . , Wi+l c Int Wi. TR.~ manifold WO is homeomorphic with S”-* x B* and is 
unknotted in E”. Each component of Wi contains two components of Wi+l each of 
which is homeomorphic to S”-* x B*. The components of Wi+l in Wi are the higher 
dimensional analogues of the 3-dimensional Bing construction and are obtained by 
spinning [3]. It is a consequence of [3, Section 81 that the Wi may be chosen so rhat 
the diameters of the componeliats tend to zero as i gets large. We call the intersection 
of the Wi a Bing Cantor set. 
We now list, without proof,, a few additional properties of the Wi. 
. Let LJO be a compwentof Wi and Ul, U2 be the componentsuf Wi+l in UO. 
Then the inclusion induced ho~~~ornoq&ism . 
j* : trl(E” - UO) -) trI@” - (U1 u U2)) 
is injective. 
. Let UO be a compows2t of and UI, U2 be thecomponentsof Wi+l in 
Then there exist n-cells B1, 2 wntained in the interior of Uo such that e/i c Int 
i = I,%. 
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e assume that the reader is familiar with the dog bone spaces constructed by 
Eaton [7]. We will follow the construction of Eaton, but in place of Blankinship 
Cantor sets we will use Bing Cantor sets. Lemma 1.1 ensures that the relevant parts 
of Eaton’s construction are still valid. The reason we choose Bing Cantor sets is that 
they satisfy Lemma 1.2. 
We first “ramify” the Bing Cantor set. The ramified Bing Cantor set is the 
intersection of a nest Mb 3 Int Mb 3 Mr 3 Int Mr 2 ., . . of: manifolds in En such that 
Mb is homeomorphic to Sne2 xB2 and unknotted in En. In each component of M, 
there are four components of Mj+l. Letting v/o be a component of Mj and Vi, 1~ i < 
4, be the components of Mj+l in V& V/i u Vk, 1 s i s 2,3 s k ~4, is embedded in IJo 
in the same manner as in the construction of the Bing Cantor set. Furthermore, Vi 
and Vi+19 i = 1,3, are “parallel” as described in [7]. We dienote the 4’ components of 
Mj by M(il, i2 , . . . , ii), 1 s ik < 4. We do this in such a manner that 
ML i2 , . . . Y ii, ij+l) c M(il, i2, . . . , ii). 
Furthermore, M(il, . . . ii, r) and M(il, . . . , ii, s) are linked (not parallel) in 
M(il, . . . ii) when lsrG2 and 3sss4. 
To construct adog bone space we locate two disjoint ramified Bing Cantor sets on 
the opposite sides of an (n - l)-dimensional hyperplane 6 in En. We denote the 
manifolds and components o describe the Cantor set sbo is.: Q with + and the Cantor 
set below Q with -. We let p be the permutation of {I,& 3,4) with 6 {I’, = II, p(2) = 
3, p(3) = 2, and p(4) = 4. 
We now construct nested manifolds NO 3 Int NO 3 A$2 Int M1 1 l l . . Each Nj 
consists of 4’ components which we label T(il, i2, . . . , ii), 1 s ik s 4. The component 
T(il, i2, i . . 9 ii) consists of M+(il, i2, . _ . , ii), M-Q&), p(i2), . . . , p(ij)) and an n- 
tube running between these two manifolds. If care is taken in making these n-tubes 
run straight hrough previous n-tubes, the components of n Ni are tame arcs. In a~:;: 
case, the d,ecomposition G of E” consisting of points and the components of n 1~~ 
yields a decomposition space En/G which is not a manifold. To insure that E’“/G is 
not a manifold ir is important how N 1+1 isembedded in Ng, but it matters little what 
the components of nrvl, look like. 
3. Shrinking ce ain decompositions relate og bone wnstrua 
Consider the decomposition G’ of S”, the one point compactification of E”, 
consisting of points and some of the components ofn Ni, nam:ly those which can be 
described as 
n T(h, i2 ,...ij), lSiks3. 
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3.1. The decomposition G’ is &rinkable. 
Proof. We may assume that there is an (17 --I)-sphere S, separating the ramified Bing 
Cantor sets, so that for each positive integer r, S = S X {$} has a bicollar S X [0, 1] 
satisfying the following propertie&. 
(1) The interior of the n-tubes used i!l constructing the Nj, j 2 t; are contained i 
S x (0, ‘I). 
(21 Each point of S x [0, 1] is contained in one of the following sets. 
(a) a small neighborhood of S which misses the defining manifolds for the 
ramified Bing Cantor sets, 
(b) an n-tube used in i;onstrrrcting the components of Nit j 2 r, 
(c) the ramified Bing Cantor sets. 
(3) The fibers oi S 2, [O, 1] which srz iicjt contained in some T(il, izs . . ) i,), 1 d 
P’k s 3, are of diameter less than : /r. 
!4) The aondegenerate $2 or’ ;‘y *.s c’ T ?’ 2 v_: Jf the form (s j x [O, I] for some s c S. 
(5) The spheres S x (0) and S x (1) are t.ame where they do not meet she nonde- 
generate lements of G’. 
To see that such b%;ollars exist, we simply start constructing them at the same time we 
construct he Ni. 
We let G” be the decomposition which consists of points and the fibers of S x [0, 11. 
The decomposition G” satisfies the setting goa the mismatch theorem [3]. We show 
that G” is shrinkable by showing that the hypothesis for the following simple form of 
the mismatch theorem is satisfied [3, Theorem 2.11. 
8imgBe . Let X = X x {$} denote a compact, connected set in S” 
weth bicoliar X x I (I = [S, 11) such that S” - (X x I) has exactly two components UO 
(bounded by X x (0)) ared Ul (bounded by X z (1)). Let G be the decomposition of S” 
whose nondegenerate elements are the fibers {A$ x I of X x I (x E X). Then the spaces 
S” and S”/G are homeomorphic (and the dtivomposition G is shrinkable) if each 
neighborhood of the identity Id : Sn + S” contares a homeomovhism h : S” + S” such 
that, for each x E X, h((x) x I) misses either thv closure of Uo or the closure of 1/l. 
For each j > r we define a homeomorphism !rj as the composi of homeomor- 
phisms gi, fi of C” onto itself. Using the fact tL.L S X (0) and S X are tame where 
they do not meet the nondegenerate elements of G’, we construct he homeomor- 
phism g,, moving points less than 1 /j, such that each fiber of S x [0, 1] is moved into 
itself and the fibers which are not elements of G’ are moved into S X (0,l). Consider 
M”(il, iz , . . . , ii), E = +, -, 1 e ik s 3. The hoxreomorphism fi takes the parallel 
marrifolds M(il, is , . . r/ , ii, s), s = 1,2, along wit? their n-tubes and pushes them into 
the interior of the n-tube for ME&, is, . . . , ii), ‘!%e following 3-dimensional picture 
may be useM. We let hj = fi 0 gi. Using proper ~3 1 A (1)-(s) sf S X [0,1] it is a simple 
eck than hj is the desired homeciraorphism for the simple mismatch 
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To see that the decomposition G’ is also shrinkable, let rl: C” +J?/G’ be the: 
projection map. Let 4 be an open cover of En/G’, ,$ be the open cover of Sri 
obtained by pulling back the open sets of 9. Using property (2) of 3’ x [O, 13, we may 
assume that each fiber of the collar is contained in an element of .d. Let 7~: 2” + 
X”/G” be the projection map and 3” be a covering of X”/G” suc:h that for each 
element V in %?,I$ (V) is contained in an element of 3. Since G” is shrinkable for 
each E >O there is a homeomorphism h: C” +Zn such that Diam h(g) < E for each 
element g of G” and q 2 0 h is 3’ close to ~2. But this coindition forces Diam h(g) q: ,I:’ 
for each g E G’ and ?I 1 0 h is 4; close to $172. Hence, cG’ satisfies Bing’s shrinking 
criterion [S, Theorem 26.11 and is shrinkable. 
4. Modifying the dog bone construction 
The dog bone decomposition G of Section 2 consisted of points and 
components of ,q Ni. For each sequence c = (iI, i2, . , .), 1 d ik s 4, of integers, we let 
T(c) = n T(il, i2, . . . , ii), l<j<ao. 
The components of n Ni are precisely the T(o). As mentione$3 earlier, the key to the 
dog bone construction is how IV. r+l is embedded in Ni. We now ignore the ramified 
Bing Cantor sets and emphasize oniy the embedding of Ni+l in Iwi. 
.ii, We may assume that T(a) is a single point if o- contaim only , 
many 4’s. 
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roof. We describe a sequence of nested manifolds NO = Nl 3 Ni 2 Ni 2 l l *SO that 
N;+I is embedded in Ni in the same manner .as Nj+l is embedded in Nj. Let 
GO =: U T(U), 1 s o(i) s 3. For each positive integer i let G: = U T(C), o(j) = 4 and 
1 s a s 3 for i >I. The decomposition consisting of points; and the components of 
any Gj is shrinkable because ach decomposition consists e%$entially of finitely many 
repetitions of the shrinkable decomposition G’; i.e., the decoAmpositions consisting of 
points and T(a), o(i) fixed for i s~j and 1 ~a(i)~3 for B >j is the same as the 
decomposition G’. Let fo: E” + E” be a map which is fixed outside Nh = NO and 
shrinks out the components of Go. We set Ni =,fQ(Nl). We define a mapfitl: E” + 
E” inductively which shrinks out the components of fi 0 9 l 3 ~f~(Gj+~) and is fixed 
outside 
‘Jf .o.. \ I . l ofoWl, i2,. . l 9 ij,4)), 1<ikC44. 
We set Ni.;z =fi+l$ l l l 0 fo(Nj+z)e It is now a fairly simple matter to check that the 
IV: satisl”y the desired properties and our proof is complete. 
Lemma 4.2. We may also assume that n Ni has embedding codimension equal to 
two. 
Proof. The above lemma follows from the fact that the manifof44 Nj can be thought of 
as a regular neighborhood of a finite number of polyhedra each of which is the union 
of disjoint (n-2)-spheres and an arc connecting the two spht:res. The embedding 
codimension cannot be greater than two because the complement of n Nj is not 
simply connected. 
For each positive real number E, we let W(e) be the union of all of the elements of 
the dog bone decomposition with diameter greater than or equal to E. The set W(C) is 
necessarily closed. 
emma 4.3. For each P > 0 
piecewise-linear manifold M 
W(e)cIintMcMc ?J. 
and each opem set U containing W(e ) there e&s a 
which is the finite union of disjoint n-cells such that 
f., Each component of W(E) is of the form T(aj where QT contains infinitely 
4’s. Hence, each component T(C) of W(E IJ is contained in 
T(P(O9 &), l . . , a(k), c(k + 1)) where cr(k + 1) = 4 and T(ere a), c(2), . . . , o(k)) c 
U. By compactness there are a finite number of such sets which cover W(E). We label 
these sets Ti = T(ai,, ai2, . . . , ai&, 1 d i s r. We let T: = T8 ai19 ai2, . . . , ai(di,-1)) 
and IYi be the n-tube part of T:. assume that Ti n Ti 2: 0 for i f j and that 
s(l)as(2)+ l 0 3 s(r). Let HI: E” -3 be a homeomorphism yghich is fixed outside 
T’, anb takes Tl into Int B1. Since ai, 2 4 and S( 1) 2 ~(2) 3 l l l 3 s(r), the 
homeomorphism Hl is fixed on all Tip i 7 1. Inductively, we PJefine a homc?omor- 
phism Hj : E” + En, fixed outside Ti and OII Bi, i < j, w Ma takes Tj into Znt 
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Notice that Hj does not move points in K, i > j. The desired manifold is U Hyl (BJ 
e assume that this manifold is piecewise-linear by making all of the necessary 
manifolds and homeomorphisms piecewise-linear. 
There exist disjoint closed sets Fl, Fz, . . :in E” such that: 
(a) for each open set U in En containing Fi there exists a piecewise-linear manifold 
M which is the union of a finite number of disjoint tame n-cells wit.5 6 c ht M c=: M c: 
U 
(b) the components of each F are elements of G, 
(c) the nondegenerate elements of G are contained in U fi, 
(d) Diam E;s: tends to zero as i gets large. 
Proof. The proof is similar to Edwards’ tubing lemma. We let P: E” + En/G be the 
projection map. Using Lemma 4.3 we find a finite collection of disjoint, piecewise- 
linear n-cells (B f 116 i s p( 1)) whose interiors cover IV(l) and such that 
Diam P(B: ) G 1. Inductively, let (B{” 11 s i s p( j + 1)) be a tinite collection of 
disjoint, piecewise-linear n-cells whose interiors cover W (1 /(j-k 1)). We also require 
that Diam P(B{‘l) s I/(j f I) and if Bi”’ n W(l/j) f 8, then Bi”’ c Int Bi for some 
k. Furthermore, if Bi” is not contained in Int Bi, then we require that Diam Bi” s 
2/( j + 1). For each set B{ which is not contained in some Int Bi-‘we obtain a closed 
set F(B{) = n Mm, j G m < 09, by setting Mi = Bi and inductively defining Mnl+l as 
the union of all By+* which are contained in Int Mm. One can now check that we cab 
use these sets for the Fi. The collection {Fi} must really be infinite; otherwise, the 
decomposition G would be shrinkable. 
Theorem 4.5. There exists a decomposition H of E n, n 3 3, into points and a countable 
null collection of disjoint cellular sets each of which has embedding codimension it 
least 2 which yields a decomposition space which is not a naon&ld. 
Proof. For each set Fi we associate acellular set Ci c Int IV0 with the property :hat 
Diam Ci is less than twice Diam Fi. The sets Ci are obtained. by “tubing” together the 
components of the I;I:. By Lemma 4.4 we may assume that Fi = mj where &&IS a 
finite collection of piecewise-linear n-cells, Mi+l c Int Mj and Diam Ml <’ 2 Diam E;. 
Let M! be an n-cell contained in No and of diameter less than 2 Diarri ET: obtained by 
tubing together thl: components of MI with n-tubes. In general Ad;+1 is obtained by 
tubing together the components of Mj+l inside Int Mi to obtain an n-cell, We set C, 
to be n MI. If the tubing is done carefully Cy. - Fi will be the countable union of tame 
arcs. Using this fact and the fact that the embedding dimension of 17 Ni is n - 2, we 
may further assume that the Ci are disjoint aud have embedding dimension at most 
n - 2. The decomposition H consists of points and the Ci. 
The proof that En/H is not a manifold is similar to the proof that the dog bone 
space is not a manifold. From the proof that the dog bone space is not a manifold, we 
have TWO knaps mi: B2+ En, i = I, 2, mi(‘M B2) c E” -No and SUCK that for any 
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close approximations &i of P 0 mi it follows that 
where X is the closed O-dimensional set of non-manifold points of P(E”) = En/G. 
The nonmanifold set of En/M is also O-dimensional and using the sa 
reader may verify that a similar argument wurks. 
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